
The double-person dancing couple is a rare variation of half doll. The standing 
pair are actually half dolls with original separate porcelain legs.

all them what you will. Half-dolls, 
demi-fi gurines, tea-puppe, even pin-
cushion dolls. These lovely ladies, 

mostly waist-up modeled fi gures with 
elaborately sculpted hair and bonnets, 
sometimes nude, sometimes with richly-
sculpted costumes, were vastly popular in the 
fi rst decades of the 1900s. 

But, truthfully, they may have been 
trifl ing, a bit of fancy added to utilitarian 
objects, designed to delight. In her 1974 
book “China Half-Figures Called Pin-
Cushion Dolls”, Frieda Marion approached 
this subject. Writing that, “as a proper New 
Englander”, she had felt guilty about enjoying 
something she felt to be frivolous, she added, 
“For frivolous they are. Pincushion dolls are 
embellishments and adornments, but they are not 
useful objects. True, most of them were intended 
to top utilitarian items, but in themselves they are 
totally unnecessary, even, in fact, impediments. 
The female form in miniature is not really a 
functional whisk-broom handle, and as for the 
pincushions they topped, their skirts of lace and 
ribbon only served to hide the pins and needles 
beneath, creating a pretty effect on the dressing 
table but a nuisance to the seamstress”.

Researchers today seem agreed that 
this early 20th century craze began with an 
exhibition of doll heads made by the Royal 

Historic fashion and artistic themes inspired 
the designers of half dolls as seen in this 
superb pair from the Kriteman collection; 
the bonnet lady is a remarkable 7”h.

The grand 7” example of the luxury 
model is remarkable not only for 
exquisite detail of Dresden fl owers but 
for extravagance of costume detail; 
little details like fi ngerless gloves are 
fashionably accurate as well as beautiful.

Luxury details include not only quality 
of porcelain but also size. Their similar 
gentle smiles and proportional size 
suggest the larger model is mother to 
the smaller dressed model. 
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It is extraordinary to consider the 
delicacy with which this lady must 
have been created. And even more 
amazing that she has been so perfectly-
preserved. Details include the Dresden 
“lace” of costume and Dresden fl owers.

Among the most sought-after half dolls are those of the Dressel & 
Kister Medieval series. The graceful woman with extraordinary gold 
helmet and richly-painted jewelry has uniquely posed arms.

Half dolls could be arranged on powder or jewelry boxes, 
or affi xed to mirrors or lamps, by the original manufacturer, 
as seen in this luxury model affi xed to a pink porcelain 
powder jar with gilt metal overlay designed to appear as 
gold lace. On the left is a lady with brown sculpted hair 
captured in a formal coiffe, and on the right is a lady with a 
“copper” urn balanced on her white coiffe. 

So favored were the ladies bearing cups of tea or hot 
chocolate, that similar models were made by various 
fi rms. Shown are three rare variations of the theme; the 6” 
example in the center has an especially beautiful face.

Highly-
stylized 
models, one 
with hands 
modestly 
posed and a 
very unusual 
coiffure of 
brown hair 
were surely 
inspired by 
high fashion 
of the 1920s. 
Each is 5 ½”.

The Kriteman Collection features a wonderful selection of Art Deco or 
fl apper era models including this rare trio of 5” models including lady 
with Pierrot and lady in top hat.
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An example of the 
Dressel & Kister 
medieval series 
features a woman 
with jointed arms, 
elaborate gold coiffe, 
holding a bird. 

To visualize the grand size of the 10” red-haired lady, realize 
that the lady with fan at the left is a 5” tall, a more standard 
size. The “Dancing Girl” on the right is a half doll with attached 
porcelain legs and original sequin costume. 

Connoisseur collectors consider the lady with porcelain basket to 
be among the rarest half doll models made. At 6 ¼” she stands 
alongside a 3” child with apple, and a 4 ½” child with interlocked 
fi ngers and exceptional sculpting of hair.

Bavarian Porcelain Manufacture in Nymphenburg 
(known simply as the Nymphenburg dolls). The ladies 
of Bavaria were so taken with these models that the 
company issued them as heads and limbs to be fi t with 
armature and used as “tea-cozies”. Other companies 
such as Dressel and Kister saw their popularity and 
began to produce their own series which included 
not only the porcelain heads, but also half dolls, fl at-
head dolls and double-face dolls. Still more companies 
followed, ranging from fi rms creating works of highest 
porcelain quality, to those of journeyman production. 
Literally thousands of models of these little frivolities 
were created, appearing on candy boxes, powder puffs, 
coffee warmers, whisk brooms and the every-popular 
pin cushion doll, with themes inspired by artistic works 
of the Renaissance, the French 18th century courts, 
Italian theatrical fi gures, and even chic fashion of the 
era. Lady magazines of the 1910 era ranging from 
the French “Journal des Ouvrages de Dames” to the 
German “Welt der Frau” to the American “Woman’s 
Home Companion” featured the half-dolls along with 
needlework instructions for their costuming. 

In truth, the notion of a so-called pincushion doll 
was not exactly new. It evolved from the 19th century 
“Lady’s Work Companion” which was a bisque doll 
whose skirt was formed into pockets and hanging 
ribbons to hold all sorts of sewing notions, and whose 
actual hat was a dainty pincushion. 

Today, several excellent reference works have joined 
and accentuated Frieda Marion’s early study of half 
dolls. Yet it seems fi tting that the early work of one New 
Englander should have been followed by another New 
Englander, Melody Kriteman of Massachusetts, who 
has gathered what is arguably today’s fi nest known 
collection of rare half dolls. Photographs of some of 
those nearly 200 half dolls are shown on these pages.

And as to their so-called trifl ing nature, as Frieda 
Marion concluded in her 1974 book on the subject, 
“Half-dolls were fashioned to please, to amuse, to distract and 
to titillate…[yet these are] surely not completely unworthy 
aims…and not entirely trifl ing”. 

Editor’s Note: the porcelain half dolls shown with this 
article will be auctioned at Theriault’s grand January 2013 
auction weekend in Newport Beach, California. For more 
information visit www.theriaults.com. 
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